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ABSTRACT

Background: The objective of the present investigation is to navigate the dynamic landscape of studies concerning Social Entrepreneurship and Leadership. We aim to scrupulously analyze extant research and emerging trajectories regarding Social Entrepreneurship and Leadership by considering the advanced co-word analysis and network mapping methods in order to provide a solid understanding of the dynamics governing leadership and SE.

Methods: A bibliographic analysis of Social Entrepreneurship and Leadership using the Web of Science was conducted using VOSviewer and SciMAT software.

Results: Despite focusing on SE, the study reveals that the SE and Leadership are intertwined, and it is necessary to emphasize that the sustainable success of SE can be attained only by pushing innovation and collaboration, and ensuring ethical business management.

Conclusions: The present analysis makes it possible to conclude that the role played by Leadership in SE is essential. Leadership is responsible for mutual communication and for impacts and regional innovation when solving the social challenge of governmental cultural SE in developing countries. Organizationally beneficial practices are responsible for organizational social practices regarding effect and collaboration networks, thus ensuring that cooperative practice has a sufficient impact. The comparative analysis revealed the importance of Leadership as regards making changes in SE in order to have a social effect. This study contributes to knowledge and provides recommendations for sustainable practice and cooperative practice for practical purposes.
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INTRODUCTION

Social Entrepreneurship (SE) and Leadership are closely related because they are fundamental to diagnosing and solving social issues and, therefore, to changing the world for the better. Social entrepreneurs are leaders who have the authority to solve social and environmental issues, and they employ their innovative and risk-orientated spirit in order to identify opportunities and provide social benefits [1]. The wider involvement of society in business is increasingly demanded given the development of various tendencies and changes that significantly influence the direction of various organizations [2].

The source that motivates social entrepreneurs to develop their leadership abilities could, therefore, encourage an open climate for creativity and the recognition of opportunities apart from selected profit-oriented trends [3]. Moreover, a holistic definition of inclusive entrepreneurship has been presented, and this definition presents a cluster-based view, focusing on society, production and the capacity to contribute back to society [4]. An inclusive entrepreneurship strategy must include the explicitly careful consumption of environmental resources and social stability, which includes the creation of an economic base for others [5], the growth of local businesses, and the generation of sustainable livelihoods, along with the creation of jobs for the local population and the production of sustainable revenue streams [6].

The key concern is that many limits on the external reach of social organizations will be imposed at the local level [1,2]. Collaboration with other community organizations often creates a professional network through which social organizations may be frustrated and destroyed when success is not forthcoming [3], and this is especially true in times of failure as a result of the all-important dual objective of social companies [4,5]. Leadership in SE is an area of inquiry that should be explored in further depth because of the emphasis on the ability to grow [6], influence and guide a social project [7–11] or organization in order to address the social issue or environmental concern, or innovate and positively and financially affect society in the long term [12,13].

Leaders must currently steer their businesses toward sustainability and social responsibility in a strategic manner without neglecting the financial aspect of the organization, thus permitting the business to continue thriving on a long-term basis [14]. In the future, however, this will no longer be the case: leaders must strategically steer their businesses beyond economic performance or the maximization of profits by
developing their strategic vision and strategy toward environmental conservation and social responsibility. Sustainable values that are more oriented toward leadership competencies, particularly those of sustainability in the business practice, must be developed in order to make their business thrive on a long-term basis. The leadership of these organizations is equally problematic and requires more prosocial efforts to succeed, thereby ensuring that there is a better alignment of social and economic inclusion [15].

The realization of a study of this nature is academically valuable because it could be used in future research on the subject as a means to discover effectively updated works of literature, in addition to which, it will help identify gaps as regards trends and critical points. The present study is, therefore, relevant at the social level because it establishes the necessary information regarding how SE and Leadership can combat social issues, affect positive development [16], and capacitate communities [17]. This will also help establish the practices of work contributing to shaping leaders who can intervene more efficiently in order to contain social problems [18].

In methodological terms, a bibliographic investigation of the past 20 years was conducted, during which papers of interest were selected from the WoS database. This was done using a three-dimensional approach: scientific production, with the assessment of the relevance of the theme, studies that demonstrate trending, and publications that present the quality of publications [19]. A Scientific Mapping regarding the distribution and connections between the different themes was also carried out, concentrating particularly on trends, in addition to a network analysis with which to understand the pattern of interactions of the core themes and their network structure [20].

The objective of this research is to understand the current knowledge concerning the interconnection between Leadership and SE with the objective of identifying existing gaps and future research directions.

The sections below show the literature review carried out and the methodology used to construct the database. This is followed by an analysis of scientific production and co-word analysis: Scientific Mapping and Network. Finally, we suggest directions for future research and present our conclusions.

**LITERATURE REVIEW**

SE and Leadership have now acquired significance in contemporary research, and their role in social-economic change is recognized [21]. SE utilizes entrepreneurial approaches to tackle social and environmental issues, and Leadership rationalizes and coordinates resources so as to facilitate collective action beyond the traditional hierarchical boundaries [22,23]. The integrated application of these resources promotes innovative and sustainable solutions to current social issues that should be promoted in order to ensure positive change in communities and societies [24,25].
Moreover, within the area of SE and Leadership, the field benefits from numerous theoretical frameworks and models. Notable examples are the Resource-Based View, the Transformational Leadership Theory, and the Social Capital Theory, which particularly provide insights into SE from the perspective of resource allocation, inspiration, and networking [26–28]. There is also an opinion that some of these theories can be applied in various contexts implicitly, and that more detailed theoretical underpinning reflecting social and cultural aspects could sometimes emerge as being valuable [29]. This critical review therefore emphasizes the importance of the holistic perspective that can be provided only by integrative frameworks.

Furthermore, it should be noted that the intersection of SE and Leadership reveals a complex interplay that is paramount to sustained societal impact. The use of Transactional Leadership Theory and Social Identity Theory in this work has shown that SE leaders create a collective identity and generate resources/energy for unified goals [30]. Both approaches have revealed the inspirational nature of visionary leadership that propels innovative solutions to societal problems, thus demonstrating the radically changing nature of combining entrepreneurial efforts with effective leadership.

Moreover, the historical synthesis of research into SE and Leadership traces the evolution of studies in these areas over a considerable period. The specific objective of early investigations was to outline the uniqueness of social ventures [22]. Work then continued with leadership specifics in SE [31], followed by increases in interdisciplinary research alliances with management, sociology and psychology [23] focused on the influence of hybrid organizational forms and the formation of new theoretical angles for social problems [24].

Recent trends in SE and Leadership research indicate the emergence of interdisciplinary work and greater empirical rigor [32]. Moreover, scholars pay more attention to the role played by digital technologies [33] and the impact of relevant cultural contexts on entrepreneurial leadership practices [32]. In addition, more studies focusing on the correct ways in which to measure social impact and perform a valid assessment of leadership effectiveness within social enterprises have appeared in the last decade [34]. These trends indicate a significant evolution of the field, which ultimately contributes to a better understanding of the mechanisms through which social entrepreneurial projects and ventures are presented.

Current literature reveals gaps as regards understanding the nuanced interaction between leadership styles and the organizational culture within social enterprises [35]. Debates persist regarding the scalability of SE initiatives and the sustainability of their impact [36]. These areas warrant further exploration in order to advance knowledge and inform practice in the dynamic landscape of SE.

In light of the existing discourse, we hypothesize that:
There is a burgeoning nexus between SE and Leadership domains, as evidenced by recent scientific output. Co-word analysis and network mapping techniques will reveal significant patterns in research exploring the intersection of SE and Leadership, shedding light on emerging topics and common areas of interest.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Construction of the Database

In bibliometrics, quantitative tools analysis is used for more objective data interpretation. The objective of bibliometric analysis is to examine a related document group in a statistical manner and present a picture of a research field on the basis of indicators. Bibliometric data obtained from the Web of Science (WoS) database was used in the present study, since the academic community recognizes it as a reliable source of information reflecting scientific publications and highly rated quality indicators [37].

In addition to its broad coverage, the WoS provides detailed information on citations, keywords and references, thus making it an indispensable tool for researchers. The reputation of the WoS in the academic community is further substantiated by the rigorous selection and evaluation processes employed by scientific journals, meeting high standards of quality and including peer review. The use of the WoS database gives researchers access to a wide range of reliable works, ensuring the validity and quality of the information underpinning their research, along with the credibility of the results and conclusions they advance.

The search was conducted during February 2024 using the following search terms: “Social entrepreneur” or “Social Venture” and “Leadership”. This search yielded a total of 4077 papers.

Selection of the database for scientific mapping and network analysis

The decision was made to review scientific papers from the past 20 years (2005–2024) in order to ensure the relevance and timeliness of the research. This timeframe was selected so as to capture the latest trends and changes in the relationship between SE and Leadership, which are crucial as regards understanding the current research landscape. Furthermore, the observation that over 50% of papers were published after 2014 reinforces the significance of this time range, indicating a recent significant increase in scientific production and the need to explore the latest academic contributions. Limiting the sample to the last 20 years therefore made it possible to obtain a more representative overview of research on SE and Leadership, thereby increasing the robustness and relevance of the results obtained in this study. The total number of papers obtained for analysis was 3474.

Moreover, the decision to include only indexed papers is justified for several reasons. Firstly, since these papers have undergone a rigorous
peer review process, the quality and accuracy of the findings and conclusions are ensured. Peer-reviewed papers provide an additional validation of the results and conclusions, as they are evaluated by experts in the field. Furthermore, being registered and available in a consolidated and well-known database such as WoS facilitates and expedites researchers’ access to these papers, leading to collaboration, dissemination and the expansion of knowledge. The use of indexed papers ensures that our research builds upon existing literature and is related to current advances and debates in the field. Finally, the use of only indexed papers significantly enhances the quality and credibility of a research work, thus strengthening the scientific foundation and facilitating advancements in the area of study. This process consequently made it possible to reduce the sample size to 1740 papers (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. Identification of studies. Source: The authors, based on WoS database using PRISMA [38].

The following section shows how the bibliometric co-word analysis was begun using the refined database.

Bibliometric co-word analysis

Co-word analysis is a bibliometric technique that makes it possible to study the thematic relationships between keywords within a certain amount of documents through the use of both a direct contextual and a
statistical analysis. Co-word analysis enables the discovery of patterns and trends within literature, and provides an insight into the structure and development of a scientific discipline, along with possible fields for study and cooperation. Moreover, by making links between concepts and topics, co-word generates a map of the scientific body of knowledge that sheds light on the overall picture, thus enabling knowledge creation and the identification of new research lines.

The intention of the present bibliometric co-word analysis on “SE and Leadership” is to help discover future scenarios in which to foster the development of future research lines as a source of knowledge. The co-occurrence in the use of keywords in scientific literature allows the delimitation of the most relevant field of research, along with multiple conceptual links that connect the research lines outlining it [39]. By articulating both the structure and the evolution of knowledge of this field, it was possible to identify several valuable research lines and several research gaps that suggest unexplored research lines [40]. The co-word analysis proposed provides a diagnosis of the relationships established between SE and Leadership, in addition to the solutions with which to tackle sustainability and social issues. It is consequently possible to provide new insights into the topic and identify innovative means of thinking about sustainable development and corporate social responsibility in the context of leadership and entrepreneurship so as to build new knowledge and practices.

Moreover, the selected sample size of 1740 articles for the bibliometric co-word study seems appropriate, and is rational for many reasons. Firstly, since our aim is to explore all existing knowledge on SE and Leadership, a large and random sample was required in order to make the research results representative and valid, covering as many scientific papers on the topic as possible. In this case, we had the opportunity to “cover” the entire corpus of literature and obtain a comprehensive and exhaustive knowledge base on which to identify regularities and relationships between the key terms employed in the papers. Secondly, since we put forward and confirm the associative vision, in addition to envisaging the possibility of observing the evolution of the problem and the literature on the topic, a sufficient number of papers that would allow the identification of changes in research interests and approaches was also required. The third reason is that analyzing a significant number of papers would make it possible to identify the main “white spots” and new directions for research, as a result of which it might be possible to influence its development. In this case, the optimum sample size for the study was 1740 papers.
RESULTS

Analysis of Scientific Production

The initial data construction resulted in a total of 4077 papers. Figure 2 depicts the evolution of publications on the topic analyzed since 1988. The first paper, by Miller [41] suggests that Benjamin Franklin's civic leadership approach offers valuable lessons for leaders in turbulent environments, emphasizing the importance of building a community and seeking civic unity in order to address social and systemic challenges. Subsequent papers have further developed the theory on the interconnection between Leadership and SE as key drivers of social change toward a more sustainable society, merging business objectives with the creation of social capital to promote effective and lasting transformation [42–44]. There has been a clear upward trend in the number of citations that have appeared since 2005.

Table 1 presents a list of the 5 most frequently cited papers related to the theme studied herein. Notably, the most frequently cited paper, by Anderson, Potocnik & Zhou [46], highlights the role of creativity and innovation as essential components for the successful performance of organizations. The second paper, by Fulmer & Gelfand [47], recognizes
that trust is a fundamental pillar in diverse areas such as negotiation, leadership, team processes, human resource management, organizational change, entrepreneurship, and strategic alliances. The third paper, by Westley et al. [48], addresses the importance of leaders as regards introducing innovations and transforming management and governance approaches. In the fourth paper, by Nga & Shamuganathan [49], social entrepreneurs are highlighted as being significant agents of change owing to their profound commitment to a social vision, sustainable practices, innovation, and the ability to build social networks.

Table 1. Most frequently cited papers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Total Cites</th>
<th>Name of paper</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fulmer &amp; Gelfand, 2012 [47]</td>
<td>663</td>
<td>At What Level (and in Whom) We Trust: Trust Across Multiple Organizational Levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nga &amp; Shamuganathan, 2010 [49]</td>
<td>426</td>
<td>The Influence of Personality Traits and Demographic Factors on Social Entrepreneurship Start Up Intentions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephan &amp; Uhlaner, 2010 [50]</td>
<td>381</td>
<td>Performance-based vs socially supportive culture: A cross-national study of descriptive norms and entrepreneurship</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: The authors, based on Web of Science [45].

Finally, the fifth paper, by Stephan & Uhlaner [50], states that a socially supportive culture can significantly influence entrepreneurial activity through both the availability of social resources and the institutional environment that promotes innovation and entrepreneurship.

**Scientific Mapping (Co-Word Analysis)**

A bibliographic co-word analysis was conducted using VOSviewer software, a tool developed by van Eck and Waltman [51] for the construction and visualization of bibliometric networks. The clustering algorithm reveals primary themes and research trends at the intersection between SE and Leadership [20,52]. This process involved refining data in order to homogenize and facilitate visualization and group analysis. Synonyms, plurals, abbreviations and keywords unrelated to the research were eliminated. The main node was utilized in order to name each cluster, determined by the frequency of its occurrence and the strength of connection with other keywords. The results, which are illustrated in Figure 3, identified four thematic clusters, providing valuable insights into
the current research landscape regarding SE and Leadership relationships.

**Figure 3.** Scientific mapping (Co-word). Source: The authors, based on WoS database using VOSviewer software [51].

Table 2 presents a thesaurus file containing the terms associated with the clusters represented in Figure 3.

**Table 2.** Thesaurus file.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Total Link Strength</th>
<th>Associated Topics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Innovation</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>Competition, Creativity, Decision Making, Developing Countries, Economic and Social Effects, Education, Entrepreneurship Education, Information Management, Project &amp; Knowledge Management, Marketing, Societies &amp; Institutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Entrepreneurship</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>Community development, Empowerment, Employment, Governance, Social Capital, Social Change, Social Entrepreneurs, Social Innovation, Social Network, Sustainability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization &amp; Management Leadership</td>
<td>951</td>
<td>Ethics, Financial Management, Investment, Organizational Culture, Politics, Social Behavior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>435</td>
<td>Culture, Government, Skill, Social Identity &amp; Media</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: The authors, based on WoS database using VOSviewer software [51].
Upon examining the map configuration and the arrangement of the different groups, the central core highlighted in yellow, denoted as “Leadership”, stands out. This group plays a fundamental role by acting as a bridge to the rest of the network. In the context of the relationship between SE and Leadership (Leadership), leadership plays a crucial role by interacting with various cultural and governmental aspects, along with those concerning skills, social identity and the media [53–57]. Leaders in SE must understand and adapt to local culture in order to build strong relationships and gain community support [58]. They must also collaborate with the government so as to ensure a regulatory environment that is favorable to SE initiatives and access to public resources [59]. Leadership skills such as communication, negotiation and decision-making are fundamental as regards inspiring others and mobilizing them toward a common cause [60]. Leaders must additionally have a strong social identity reflecting the values and vision of SE, thus facilitating connection with stakeholders [61,62]. Finally, the strategic use of media can amplify the impact of leadership and disseminate the SE message to a wider audience, generating awareness and support [63].

The red-colored group, entitled “Innovation”, underscores its importance in the SE and Leadership relationship. Innovation is a vital component that cuts across diverse areas, from competition to decision-making and socioeconomic development [64]. Innovation drives creativity and fosters an environment in which social leaders can identify opportunities, creatively solve problems, and make informed decisions with which to address social challenges [65]. In developing countries, innovation is crucial as regards overcoming economic and social constraints, thereby promoting growth and sustainable development [66]. Education in entrepreneurship and knowledge management play an essential role in equipping social leaders with the skills required in order to leverage innovation opportunities fully [67]. Moreover, innovation significantly impacts on areas such as marketing, project management, and the creation and strengthening of more resilient and prosperous institutions and societies [68,69].

The green-colored group, denominated as “Social Entrepreneurship”, plays a crucial role in addressing various aspects of community development, job creation, empowerment, governance improvement, social capital promotion, social change driving, and innovation [70]. Social leaders can, through their innovative approach and commitment to social change, catalyze sustainable development by identifying and solving social problems through the use of sustainable business models [71]. By building strong social networks and fostering collaboration among different actors, social leaders can generate lasting positive impacts on communities, thereby strengthening the social fabric and promoting equity and inclusion [72].

Finally, the blue-colored group, “Organization & Management”, in the context of the interconnection between SE and Leadership, underscores
the idea that organization and management are fundamental to the success and sustainability of entrepreneurial initiatives seeking to address social problems [73]. Sound management involves the integration of ethical values into all facets of operation, ensuring responsible financial practices and careful resource allocation so as to maximize social impact [74]. An organizational culture that fosters innovation and social responsibility contributes to the adaptability and creativity that are necessary in order to address complex social challenges [75]. Moreover, Leadership entails understanding and navigating political aspects and power dynamics so as to garner support and promote meaningful changes [76].

The analysis provided above is now complemented with the analysis of the co-word network (centrality index) of the papers selected for this study. This is shown as follows.

**Network Analysis (Centrality Index)**

The network analysis of co-words is a technique that is used to visualize and explore the relationships among the keywords used in scientific papers. In this study, the co-occurrence analysis methodology of keywords in documents was employed. The number of citations and the total number of publications are used as measures with which to evaluate the influence and impact on the co-word network [77]. The number of citations is considered an indicator of the relevance and impact of a study in the scientific community, while the total number of publications is considered to reflect the quantity of scientific works published. The use of these quality measures made it possible to identify the most influential topics in the co-word network, i.e., those with a high number of citations and a large number of publications in the WoS. It was consequently possible to obtain a quantitative view of the quality and impact of research on a topic within the co-word network analyzed.

The strategic diagram on the topic analyzed was developed using SciMAT software, a tool developed by Cobo et al. [78] to perform a science mapping analysis. This software is employed for strategic diagram mapping in bibliometric studies as it allows the effective visualization and analysis of the structure and relationships between scientific documents. We first selected our previously created database linked to our research objective. We then used the “co-word” as the unit of analysis in order to study the keywords of the documents retrieved, after which we based our matrix on “co-occurrence”, since it captures the relationships and connections between the keywords used in the scientific documents selected for this study. This information revealed the thematic structure and associations between concepts, thus enabling the identification of trends, research areas and scientific communities within academic literature in an objective and quantitative manner. The fourth step consisted of selecting the “Equivalence Index” as a normalization measure, which allowed us to compare and balance the contribution of
different authors or elements within the co-word network. This measure considers both the number of links and the relevance of nodes, avoiding biases and providing a more accurate assessment of the importance and centrality of each element in the network analysis. In the fifth step, we used the “Simple Centers” algorithm as a clustering measure owing to its simplicity and efficiency as regards identifying thematic groups in co-word network analysis. The principal model was then used as a mapping model, after which we employed the “H-Index” as a bibliometric quality measure in order to select the number of documents on the basis of their performance, and the “Sum of Citations” in order to evaluate the impact of citations in this study. Finally, as a longitudinal measure of our mapping, we used "Jaccard's and Inclusion" indices as measures of evolution and overlap.

Figure 4 shows the strategic diagram representing the groups in the research field. The method used for the equivalence index in this research diagram is divided into four distinct groups. The clusters are classified according to: the cluster centrality index (x-axis), which indicates the strength of the links of one group with other groups and represents the importance of the group in the development of research; density (y-axis), which is calculated as the weighted degree of all documents included in each group, and average citations per year (the size of each ball). This analysis seeks to discover the future perspective of the groups [79,80]. All these calculations were performed using SciMAT software.

**Figure 4.** Strategic diagram. Source: The authors, based on WoS database using SciMAT software [78].

**Basic and transversal topics**

The Impact of Social Enterprise (Impact). There is a significant relationship between the impact of SE and Leadership. SE entails the establishment of entrepreneurial initiatives with a focus on having a positive impact on society [81]. Leadership plays a crucial role in driving
and directing these ventures, leading teams and making strategic decisions [82]. A leader can enhance the social impact of an enterprise by inspiring others, fostering innovation and promoting sustainability [83]. Together, SE and Leadership closely relate to having a significant social enterprise impact as regards addressing social problems and sustainable development [84]. Moreover, the “Impact” group establishes a relevant connection with key terms such as “Social Innovation Systems”, “Environment” and “Education”. These concepts are intrinsically related in the context of social impact. Social impact seeks to generate positive and measurable changes in society, requiring the development of social innovation systems that foster creative solutions to social challenges [85]. These systems must also consider environmental care, as a positive impact must be sustainable and respectful of the natural environment [86]. Additionally, education plays a fundamental role in raising awareness and building capacities with which to address social and environmental issues, along with training professionals committed to making a positive impact on society [87] (see Figure 5a).

**Key driving topics**

**Hybrid organizations.** These may have a close relationship with SE and Leadership. They combine the characteristics of both for-profit and nonprofit organizations [88]. SE, however, focuses on creating social and environmental value through innovative and sustainable business models [89]. Leadership in this context can be crucial as regards guiding an organization's members toward a social mission and motivating them to do so, and aligning business and social objectives [90]. Together, these three areas can work synergistically to generate a positive social and environmental impact through sustainable business models and committed Leadership [71,91]. Moreover, the “Hybrid-Organizations” group establishes a network of connections with key terms such as “Social Value”, “Marketing Strategy”, and “Sensemaking”. These concepts are closely related in the context of hybrid organizations. Their focus on social value leads them to develop marketing strategies that highlight the social and environmental benefits of their products or services [92]. Sensemaking simultaneously plays a fundamental role as regards communicating the mission and vision of these hybrid organizations by enabling them to establish meaningful connections with their various stakeholders and maximize their social impact [93] (see Figure 5b).

**Social intrapreneur.** This role acts as an entrepreneur within an organization, seeking opportunities to achieve social goals [94]. There is consequently a close relationship between the social intrapreneur, SE and Leadership, as they all focus on having a positive social impact [95]. The Social Intrapreneur group additionally establishes a significant connection with key terms such as “Performance”, “Model”, “Innovation-Ecosystem”, and “Business-Ecosystem”. This relationship is based on the interaction and mutual influence of these concepts. Furthermore, the
group of Social Intrapreneurs is characterized by individuals within organizations who promote social innovation and entrepreneurship in a business context [96]. These individuals have a high performance as regards implementing business models that integrate into innovation and business ecosystems, thereby driving the growth and sustainability of enterprises [97] (see Figure 5c).

**Highly developed and isolated topic**

**Behavior of Social Enterprises (Behavior).** The performance of social enterprises involves adopting specific attitudes, skills and actions that promote social innovation and change [98]. Leadership, on the other hand, plays a fundamental role in the performance of social enterprises, as leaders can influence organizational culture, establish a clear vision, and foster creativity and initiative in the business environment [99]. A leader must inspire and motivate the organizational team, providing its members with the support and resources needed to implement their ideas and projects [100]. Moreover, the “Behavior” group has a direct connection with key terms such as “Perception”, “Motivation”, “Intention” and “Experience” in the context of social enterprises and Leadership. In the realm of social enterprises, it is crucial to identify social needs, analyze opportunities and develop innovative solutions that will have a positive impact on society [101]. Leaders’ perceptions influence how they interpret social challenges and design strategies with which to address them [102]. The need for achievement, the propensity to take risks, innovation, proactivity, empathy and moral obligations, and their social entrepreneurial intention are key drivers for leaders as regards undertaking actions and pursuing social goals [103]. Meanwhile, those leaders’ previous and current experience enriches their decision-making and approaches within the organization [104] (see Figure 5d).

**Emerging topic**

**Network Organizations.** These have a close relationship with SE and Leadership. These organizations, which are characterized by their collaborative and flexible structure, foster cooperation among various actors, such as social entrepreneurs, community leaders and nonprofit organizations [105]. Network collaboration allows the sharing of knowledge, resources and best practices, thus promoting innovation and the generation of joint solutions to social problems [106]. Leadership in network organizations plays a fundamental role in facilitating coordination, communication and the empowerment of participants, creating a conducive environment for SE and the implementation of impact initiatives [107]. Moreover, the “Network-Organization” group has a significant connection with key concepts such as “Community Organizations”, “Co-Creation”, “Policy”, “Partnerships” and “Firms”. These terms are closely interrelated in the context of network organizations. Network organizations are characterized by the fact that they collaborate
with diverse entities, including community organizations, in order to achieve collective outcomes [108]. Co-creation is a key element within these networks, involving the active participation of multiple actors in generating innovative solutions and making joint decisions [109]. Policy plays an important role in establishing the regulatory framework and regulations that guide collaboration and network creation [110] (see Figure 5e).

**Figure 5.** Thematic networks. Source: The authors, based on WoS database using SciMAT software [78].
DISCUSSION

Interpretation of the Results Obtained

The research on understanding the knowledge structure of the relationship between SE and Leadership indicates the interdependence of these two domains as regards serving social issues and sustainable development. In particular, leadership in the context of SE implies having local culture cues and being able to communicate with local communities. Furthermore, in order to implement the above, it is necessary to coordinate a leader's actions with those of the government owing to responsibility to SE, along with the use of public resources [58,111]. Moreover, communication, negotiation and decision-making skills are essential abilities that allow social leaders to make people move toward common goals [112]. Social leaders should also have a stable social identity that reflects SE values and expectations [61,62].

Innovation appears to be another critical element that is involved in Leadership's cause with SE. In this respect, innovation not only sparks creativity but also allows social leaders to identify opportunities, solve problems creatively and facilitate collaboration, especially in countries that rely heavily on innovation to escape their economic and social constraints [113]. The need to pay more attention to the pair of fundamental factors comprising entrepreneurship education and knowledge management is emphasized here in order to prepare social leaders to engage with innovation opportunities, thus stimulating sustainable growth and development [114].

Moreover, there is a significant relationship among impact, SE and Leadership. SE involves the creation of entrepreneurial initiatives with a focus on having a positive impact on society [17], while Leadership plays a crucial role in driving and directing these ventures, leading teams and making strategic decisions [115].

SE, as an essential component, contributes to community development and promotes change and innovation by means of various approaches [116]. Social leaders can trigger sustainable development by identifying and solving social issues through the use of sustainable business models [117], thus influencing the social fabric, making more people feel included and achieving equity [118].

In terms of “organization and management”, the importance of solid and transparent management for the success and sustainability of social entrepreneurial initiatives is emphasized [119]. Leaders must integrate ethical values into all aspects of operation so as to maximize social impact and ensure responsible financial practices [120,121].

Lastly, the knowledge structure indicates the critical role played by “Collaborative Networks” in SE and Leadership. These networks emerge in a situation in which a company or market players, including entrepreneurs, businesses, states, and civil society and NPOs, collaborate to solve social challenges and attain a beneficial result [122]. Leadership
plays an active part in developing these collaborative networks and stimulates active involvement, trust-building, commitment, and coordination in order to attain a substantial social performance [123,124].

Comparing Research Findings with Others Bibliometric Reviews regarding the Topic Dealt with Herein Utilizing SciMAT or VOSviewer Software

In a constantly changing and dynamic research field such as that of SE, conducting a comparative analysis and contrasting it to previous experience is critically important in order to understand the emerging themes and newly-revealed perspectives and the dynamically growing nature of existing concepts. This can be enabled by the aforementioned bibliometric studies based on VOSviewer and SciMAT.

Screening multiple bibliometric studies concerning SE with the help of VOSviewer makes it possible to identify both the commonalities and the distinctions between research themes and perspectives. Thus, created a stolen record with synonyms Innovation and Creativity and Economic & Social Effects within SE [64,125]. The importance of Social Capital and Community Development is similarly recurrent, highlighting the role played by SE in fostering Empowerment and Social Change [70,98]. However, apart from similarities in the direction, there are differences in the coverage of themes. For instance, we have explored the role of Leadership in great depth, but others have considered a relatively new direction such as Crowdfunding or have taken a broader view of the growth of the field and influential factors [126,127].

A comparison between the present study and that of Coronel et al. [128] provides some valuable information on the progress made in the research landscape in terms of this topic. Both the present paper and that of Coronel et al. apply SciMAT to a bibliometric analysis in order to study thematic structures and the interrelationships between themes. It is notable that leadership emerges as the central theme [81,83]. Furthermore, while our study investigates the relationship between leadership and SE, and Social Impact, Coronel et al. explore leadership and environmental care, and measure environmental care as a part of Social Impact [85], while environmental management is identified as a separate theme within Sustainable HRM [128]. Both studies also provide a visualization of the multifaceted nature of SE research [81,83,128].

Nonetheless, there are differences between the two studies. One of these is related to the specificity of the papers. Ours focuses on Leadership in SE, while the other is more general and provides an overview of SE themes [128]. Hybrid Organizations and Social Intrapreneurs are driving topics in our study [88,94], while the other study does not explore specific organizational forms or roles in any depth [128]. In contrast, while we state that Networks-Organizations are an emerging theme, the other study categorizes Sustainable Leadership and Environmental Performance [128]. We consequently shed light on the centrality of leadership as
regards the generation of Social Impact and the significance of sustainable activity in SE [81,83]. The results differ owing to the specificity of our study, since the other is general.

In conclusion, the comparative analysis carried out in our study by means of the aforementioned research endeavors indicates the ever-changing nature of SE research and the changing landscape of the main themes and perspectives. By attaining more similarities and differences, we provided more in-depth knowledge on the multi-faceted nature of SE and Leadership, Innovation and Sustainability as drivers of Social Impact and Socioeconomic stickiness within social enterprises.

**Theoretical Model Connecting SE and Leadership**

Using the previously identified and described groups as a basis, some essential conceptual relationships can be inferred from the proposed knowledge model based on our bibliometric analysis (see Figures 3 and 4). As our theoretical model shows (see Figure 6), there is a relationship between Leadership and SE, and success in articulating and managing the latter affects its performance. Our model also reveals the detailed relationships among all other previously analyzed groups, according to the knowledge obtained from literature, and how these are fundamental to the performance of SEs.

![Theoretical model connecting SE and leadership](image)

**Figure 6.** Theoretical model connecting SE and leadership. Source: The authors, based on Web of Science [45].

Leadership is presented as a multidimensional concept formed of:

1. Education and Training: A first layer of SE-related leadership involves the context of education and training. SE leaders tend to have
education or training programs similar to specialized programs that provide them with layers of skills and knowledge with which to address the complexities entailed in tackling social and environmental issues [129]. These educational endeavors should comprise “social innovation, sustainability practices concerning business, community involvements, or ethical leadership” [130].

(2) Sustainable Development: Leadership is closely entwined within the framing of sustainable development in SE. More precisely, leaders in SE must contend with social objectives counterpoised against one another such as competitive objectives, management by support, government support, sponsor resources, and founder aspirations and developmental goals. From this vantage point, individuals in leadership within this context are tasked with ensuring that the organization pursues a strategy that will guarantee its sustainability in the long-term, environmental responsibility and social equality and economic growth, while ensuring that the environment of the business and society is maintained in a positive manner [14,131].

(3) Business Ethics: Ethical leadership is a cornerstone of the realm of SE, embodying principles focused on integrity, transparency and societal responsibility. Leaders in the remaining space have the charter to uphold the highest ethical standards in their decision-making processes, organizational practices and relationships with stakeholders. This ranges from fair trade practices, protecting human rights, advancing environmental conservation, and being responsible for various stakeholders. By upholding business practices consistent with the general societal values and norms, the SE leader has an opportunity to instill an ethical organizational culture that builds trust and sustainability [132,133].

(4) Motivation: This is one of the most critical factors influencing leadership in the area of SE. The leader has to be the person that inspires the targeted individuals and teams to pursue a common contribution to social change and impact [134]. This requires the cultivation of purpose, autonomy, mastery, and belonging, which promotes intrinsic motivation and dedication toward the organization’s mission and goals [135].

(5) Resource Mobilization: Leadership in SE entails adeptly mobilizing resources with which to support organizational objectives and initiatives. Mobilization of resources: another important aspect of leadership in SE is the effective mobilization of resources in order to achieve organizational aims and projects. This includes not only financial capital but also staff and networks, the material base and equipment foundation, and other resources [75]. Leaders need to be able to identify relevant sources of resources, and attract and strategically utilize them, thereby making the necessary contribution to the promotion of their own social mission of the organization and the creation of added value for stakeholders [136].

(6) Orientation: The SE field of knowledge includes several orientations, which are essential for the analysis of its peculiarities. One notable
approach revolves around a focus on innovation, rooted in the idea of new solutions that need to be developed in order to solve social problems [137]. Another is the orientation toward community empowerment, reflecting the idea that SE measures help to empower community members. Orientation toward the hybrid business model argues for the inclusion of the social and economic component in SE ventures [138].

SE is similarly also presented as a multidimensional concept formed of:

1. **Value Creation**: SE focuses on creating social and environmental values. The SE leaders' task is to discover and pursue opportunities that lead to positive impacts on people and the planet through the implementation of innovative business models, products, and services [139]. In addition to all stakeholders, which, of course, include shareholders, there are also employees, customers, societies, and, therefore, the environment [140].

2. **Innovation**: A critical force is innovation in this area, in which SE ensures the emergence of innovative aspects that drive the creation of creative solutions to acute social and environmental dilemmas [141]. As a result, SE leaders create a conducive atmosphere in which innovation develops within the organizations, thus fostering creativity, experimentation and a willingness to take calculated risks in order to address complex problems effectively [98]. It is broader than a focus on innovation products and processes, but also includes social innovation which has the objective of driving systemic changes in social behavior and perspectives for the betterment of society [142].

Each of these sub-dimensions is essential for the development of SEs and their subsequent impact on performance. The effect of Leadership on SE can consequently be observed. There is a direct relationship among the previously analyzed groups (red, yellow, light blue, orange, and blue): the green and purple groups have an indirect relationship, and the brown group has a reciprocal relationship. In this model, we wish to highlight two things: first, the mobilization of resources stemming from the relationship with Leadership, which is crucial for the long-term sustainability of SE, and second, the regulatory effect of sub-dimensions: Cultural and Institutional Ecosystems regarding the multidimensionality of SE and how these sub-dimensions have a reciprocal relationship with the multidimensionality of Leadership. Finally, the theoretical framework presented illustrates the central relationships found in literature and presented in the multidimensional factors obtained in this study and depicted in this theoretical model.

**CONCLUSIONS**

A bibliometric analysis spanning the past two decades (2005–2024) was conducted in order to scrutinize the intricate relationship between SE and Leadership. This research, which was carried out by means of a sophisticated co-word analysis and network mapping, sheds light on
fundamental dynamics within these domains and offers insights that are crucial as regards providing more knowledge in this field.

Leadership is a common thread that integrates interrelated aspects of SE, such as cultural assimilation, collaboration with authorities and adequate communication. Strong leadership in particular encourages societal backing, enhances the effect of SE through strategic media usage, and enhances innovation, which is critical if SE is to respond to societal challenges, especially in developing contexts. Furthermore, our findings emphasize the mutually dependent association among SE, Leadership and impact. Leadership guides society while conceptualizing SE, since the former seeks to maximize the good it may bring to the population.

Strong organizational and managerial practices are seen as necessary for the success and longevity of SE initiatives. The embedding of ethical organization enables the ethical distribution of resources, which increases social sustainability. Collaborative initiatives are observed as Leadership outcomes that encourage trust and dedication among the key players. Overall, the leadership of SE initiatives is compared to previous studies through bibliometric analysis, ultimately making Leadership a central manifester of social impact in SE.

In summary, although our analysis provides an in-depth exploration of connections between SE and Leadership, this is sometimes revealed only in particular contexts, such as cultural patterns, collaboration with authorities and strategic media usage. We also discovered that Leadership facilitates innovations, whose synergy proves to be essential as regards addressing multi-faceted societal challenges in the settings of developing societies, and leads SE to have a greater societal impact. However, the study has its limitations. Primarily, relying on the bibliometric nature of data may simplify the complicated interplay and contextuality of SE and Leadership, focusing on qualitative intercorrelations between general indicators, whereas there are nuanced processes and vague boundaries. Moreover, relying on the co-word analysis and stationary network mapping deprives us of the comprehensive and flexible nature of interactions between SE and Leaders. Nevertheless, our study contributes to the ongoing discussion on SE and Leadership, providing valuable insights and research directions.

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

The literature review conducted in this study has led to the identification of several research gaps that could be the focus of future studies, thus enabling the scientific community to direct its efforts more effectively. Table 3 presents these research gaps in four categories: decision-making, sustainability, suitable Leadership types according to the organization’s operating context, and networking.
Table 3. Research gaps in the current literature on leadership and SE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Future Research Directions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Leadership in SE Decision Making</td>
<td>• Process in social leaders’ decision-making</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Effect of social leader’s decisions on the performance of the social enterprise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership in SE Sustainability</td>
<td>• Sustainable business models that promote project continuity in the long term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Innovation in order to create effective solutions for social and environmental issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suitable Leadership Type in Social Enterprises according to the cultural, social and/or economic context of the operating region</td>
<td>• Ideal leadership in order to motivate team members to achieve their full potential and project objectives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Networking in SE</td>
<td>• Power Dynamics within SE: Exploring Succession Planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• New forms of Leadership Styles in SE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Social leader networking capability in order to build and maintain strong relationships with partners and collaborators so as to maximize project impact</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: The authors, based on Web of Science [45].

With regard to Leadership in SE decision-making, literature notes that leaders have particular skills and qualities that help instill a balance between social and financial goals while making informed decisions in the manner of approaches [143]. However, there is still a need for more analyses regarding social leaders’ decision-making processes, with a focus on the transparency of information in order to achieve financial and social balance [144,145]. There is also a need for detailed metrics on the impacts of such decisions on SE operations [146,147].

Similarly, with regard to Leadership in SE sustainability, most references assume that Leadership is a significant factor in SE sustainability that provides a clear vision, a healthy environment and communication [148], allowing the company to become focused on a long-term prospect that is relevant to environmental changes and the long-term prospect, and to maintaining its position and success [66]. There is a question regarding which sustainable business model will allow the company to continue with the project over a long period of time, which is a gap in knowledge. With regard to Leadership in social innovation, some references have started researching the idea that the leader’s primary role is to stimulate the birth of creative effective market solutions to social questions [149]. Social innovation leaders: these achieve this via their vision, enhanced cooperation with other leaders, caring and flexibility, and persistent motivation and passion [150]. Further research is required in order to discover the ways in which this innovation is achieved and to compare its effect with competitors by means of labor productivity, job satisfaction, the social impact, and the environmental footprint [151–153].

Moreover, a Suitable Leadership Type in SE is influenced by the cultural, social and economic environment of a given region. The ability to achieve organizational goals related to inclusion, community cohesion,
participation, and horizontal relationships is valued [154] when choosing a suitable Leadership type for SE [60,155]. There is consequently a gap in literature regarding the adaptability of these Leadership styles to the specifics of a region’s culture and socioeconomic factors [156], including motivational practices that help inspire and stimulate team members to reveal their full potential in heterogeneous environments [157]. Furthermore, an exploration of Power Dynamics within SE reveals the significance of succession-planning strategies. The study of the smooth transition of power in SE is vital for its continuity and the preservation of impact [158]. However, there is a lack of literature on the most applicable power transition models that would work in the specific social enterprise framework [159]. Furthermore, the new forms of Leadership Styles in SE perhaps also require greater attention. New forms of leadership include distributed leadership or collective leadership [160,161]. These models disrupt the traditional hierarchical structure by assuming that power is shared and decisions are made together. Knowledge of these forms of leadership is necessary in order to develop viable and adaptive social enterprises [162].

Finally, networking in SE should be emphasized as crucial for building business relationships and connections with other actors in the social enterprise ecosystem, including governmental organizations, foundations, and businesses [108,163]. However, networking skills such as building relationships and making strategic partnerships that contribute to SE success have not yet been detailed [164].
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